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Turn your Passion into Profit and Purpose
Magicians are known for keeping secrets. In this book Eric Tyler Anderson, The Magician with a Message
reveals one of Life’s Greatest Secrets - How to turn your Passion into Profit and Purpose! while benefiting
Financially, Spiritually, Emotionally and Intellectually.
In this book, you will discover the concept of the Magic Mindset. Eric will expose the Myths that are most
likely deeply engrained into your thought process and holding you back from living your dream life. From
there Eric will explain the principle of 3 T’s. When you understand this powerful success strategy you will
easily determine what you are truly passionate about. Then you will discover how to turn skills and talents
into a product or service. Next you will learn the skills you need to implement that will have people lining up
excited to give you money.
Regardless of your background with Eric Anderson on your team, you will close the gap from where you are
now to where you want to be without following the traditional path! Strap yourself in and get ready for the
Ride of your Life!
“If you have a desire to generate more income and have a whole lot more freedom then Eric Anderson
without question is one of the very few men on this planet infinitely prepared from his life experience, his
wisdom, and his genius to show you how to connect with the hearts and minds of your audience.”
Joel Bauer
“Right out of the gate following Eric’s advice I started making an extra $400 a week. If I lost my job tomorrow
I now own a skillset that puts me in a position to be financially independent and make money for the rest of
my life.” LaTonya Bowens -

Today I have a profitable business that makes money for me nonstop by following my passions. To date
Eric’s advice has put $372,000.00 in my pocket. Eric’s system is PURE GOLD, simply follow his step by step
plan and reap the rewards.” Marco Frezza

Eric Anderson is an Passionpreneur, Author, Speaker and Entertainer. After
experiencing a failed adoption, he lived in foster homes & group homes until he aged
out at 18 yeas old. After this experience Eric was able to take his passion for the Art
of Magic and turn it into a wickedly successful business entertaining audience
around the world. Eric did not just entertain his audiences he weaved a motivational
component into his programs by sharing Powerful Success Strategies the audience
could use to transform their lives. People would approach Eric after his
presentations and make statements like “it must be nice making money doing
something you love – I wish I could do that” Eric would answer You Can! Eric
realized just making the statement “You Can” was not very helpful unless he provided a system that
would allow anyone who takes action to turn their passion into profit and purpose. The Ultimate
Passionpreneur is the solution. Eric speaks and entertains to over 186 audiences each year. He has
also been featured on NBC, FOX, CNN, CBS television programs.
Eric Currently lives in Atlanta Georgia with his family.
Visit Eric Anderson online at
www.EricAndersonLive.com
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